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according to the time zone of wherever one resides. The reason
for this is simple. As explained above (endnote iii), the practice
of sanctifying the month according to the moon predates the
giving of the Torah at Sinai and the entry of the Israelites into
the land of Israel. Thus, according to the classical Karaite sages,
the calendar does not give special relevance to Jerusalem or the
land of Israel with regards to setting the month.
vii. Cf. Ḥakham Judah Hadassi (twelfth century, Constantinople),
Eshkol Ha-kofer, Eupatoria Crimea, 1836 Edition, folio 96b, alphabet §188, letters daleth and hé:
ĤđģēĘ ęĜĕď đĦĥđďģ ġĤČĚ đĘđĥč ĦđďĞ ĦĕĕČĤĚ [ę]ĕģđēĤĐ ĘčČ
.đĦđďĞč ĐĕČĤ ĐĕĜėđĥ ěĚ đĤĤčĦĕđ đĞĚĥĕ ĕĘđČ ,ęĥ ęĕČčĘ ĘđČĥĘđ
ČĘČ ĐėĤĞĘ Ďīĕ đĒ ĕČđ ĥďē čīĕ ĐĜĥ đĒ ĕČ ęĕĞďđĕ đĜēĜČ ěĕČ ėīĞđ [. . . ]
ĦđĜđĞčđ đĜĕĦČĔēč ĤĥČ đĒ đĜĦđĘĎč ĐĥđďģĐ ġĤČ ĞĚĥđ ,ďĞĐ ěđĕĞĚ
.ĐėĤČ đĜĕĘĞ đĜĕĦđčČ
But those who are far from eyewitness testimony about the
ripening [of the aviv] in its Holy Land – the law is that they
must examine and interrogate the people who travel there
[to the Holy Land and back], for perhaps they have heard and
clarifĳied from its inhabitants [about] eyewitness testimony.
[ . . . ] Therefore, we know which years are of twelve months
and which number thirteen only from investigating the witness, who has heard from the Holy Land, [and can tell us] in
our exile, which has lasted so long due to our sins and the
iniquities of our ancestors.
Cf. also Ḥakham Israel Ha-ma‘aravi (Egypt, 1313), cited in Sh.
Asaf and L. E. Meyer, Sefer Ha-yishuv, volume 2, Jerusalem, 1944,
p. 107:
,ĤđĒēĚ Ęĥ ĤđčĞ ěđčĥē ĖĤď ĘĞ ĦėĘĘ čđĔ ĕė ĘČĤĥĕ čđĤ ĕĘĕėĥĚ đďđĐ
ĘČĤĥĕ ĘčČ .ĘČĤĥĕ ġĤČč ČĢĚĜĐ čĕčČĐ ĘĞ ČđĐ čđĤģ ĖĤď ĕė
ęĕĤĢĚ Ęĥ ĘĐģĐ ,ĘČĤĥĕ ġĤČĘ čđĤģ ęĕčĥđĕĐ ČĤģĚ ĕĘĞč ęĕČĤģĐ
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ęĤČ ęĐĥ ,ĠĘē Ęĥđ ģĥĚď Ęĥ ĘĐģĐđ ,ěđĚČ ČĜ ČđĐ ,ĐČĕĤďĜėĝČ Ęĥđ
ęĕĥĜČ ęĕēĕĘĥ ęĕēĘđĥ ĐĜĥđ ĐĜĥ Ęėč ĦđĘĐģĐ đĘČ ,ęĕĤĐĜ ęĤČđ ČčđĢ
Ęėč đĦđČ ęĕĥĠēĚđ ęĕĤģđēđ ęĕĥĤđďđ ęĕĥģčĚđ ,ĘČĤĥĕ ġĤČĘ ęĕĜĚČĜ
ęČđ .ĦđĚđģĚĐ ĘėĚ ęďđģ ČĢĚĕ ęĥ ĥĕ ĕė ĐĘčģč ęĕĞđďĕĐ ĦđĚđģĚĐ
ęĕČĕčĚđ ęĕĤđĞĥĐ ĕĘčĥ ěĚ ęĕĤĚĞ ĕĜĥ đĚė ęĕēģđĘ ĘĥčĦĜ ĕė ďēČ ČĢĚĕ
ěĝĕĜč ĐĤĥĞ ďĞđ ,ēĝĠ ęĕĥđĞđ čĕčČĐ ęĐĘ ęĕČĤĚđ čĕčČĐ ĦđďĞ ęĐĘ
.ĦđĘĐģĐ đĘČ ĘėĘ ęĕēđĘĥĐ đĘČ ęĕĞĕĎĚ
The scholars of the majority of the Jewish people are in consensus that it is good to follow a calculation for the intercalation of the calendar, for this is close to the aviv that is found
in the Land of Israel. However, the Karaite Jews, who follow
Scripture, who live close to the Land of Israel – the community
in Egypt, and in Alexandria [known also as] No-Amon, and
the community in Damascus and in Aleppo [known also as]
Aram-Ẓova and Aram-Naharayim – these communities send
emissaries, reliable men, each year, to the Land of Israel, and
they ask and seek and search and investigate each of the
places where they know from tradition that [the aviv] is [typically] found there before [it appears in] other places. If one
of them fĳinds that it has ripened, they take two sheaves from
the stalks of barley, and they bring them as evidence of the
aviv; they show the aviv to [their communities], and establish
Pesaḥ [in the appropriate month]. These emissaries come to
all these communities by the tenth of Nisan.
viii. This is an adaptation of Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 11a:
ęĕėĤďĐ ĕĜĠĚ ĐėĕĤĢ ĐĦĕĐ ěė ęČ ČĘČ ĐĜĥĐ ĦČ ěĕĤčĞĚ ěĕČ :ěĜčĤ đĜĦ
ěĚđģĚĚ đĤģĞĜĥ ĘČĤĥĕ ĦđĕĘĎ ĕĜĠĚđ ęĕēĝĠ ĕĤđĜĦ ĕĜĠĚđ ęĕĤĥĎĐ ĕĜĠĚđ
ĦđĕĘĎ ĕĜĠĚ ČĘđ ĐĜĕĢĐ ĕĜĠĚ ČĘđ ĎĘĥĐ ĕĜĠĚ ČĘ ĘčČ đĞĕĎĐ ČĘ ěĕĕďĞđ
.ěĚđģĚĚ đĤģĞ ČĘĥ ĘČĤĥĕ
ęĕČĘĔĐ ĕĜĠĚ ČĘđ ęĕĕďĎĐ ĕĜĠĚ ČĘ ĐĜĥĐ ĦČ ěĕĤčĞĚ ěĕČ :ěĜčĤ đĜĦ
ĕČĜĕ ĕčĤ ďĢĕė ĐĜĥĘ ďĞĝ ěĦđČ ěĕĥđĞ ĘčČ đēĤĕĠ ČĘĥ ĦđĘĒđĎĐ ĕĜĠĚ ČĘđ
ěĕėĕėĤ ČĕĘĒđĎď ěđėĘ ČĜēĜČ ěĕĞďđĐĚ ĘČĕĘĚĎ ěč ěđĞĚĥ ěčĤ ęđĥĚ ĤĚđČ
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ČĜĚĕĒđ <ďĕĐ ĕčĦė Ęėč ČđĐ ěėđ ,ěĕģďĞď :ĤĚđĘ ĖĕĤĢ> ěĕģĤĞď ČĕĤĚĕČđ
ěĕĦĘĦ Čď ČĦĥ ĘĞ ĦĕĠĕĝđČđ ĕČĠĜČč ČĦĘĕĚ ĦĤĠĥđ ČĔĚ ČĘ ČčĕčČď
.ěĕĚđĕ
Our sages taught: We may not declare a leap year unless it is
necessary for the roads; or for the bridges; or for the ovens for
the Pesaḥ sacrifĳice; or for the exiles of Israel who have been
displaced from their homes and not arrived yet. But not on
account of the snow, or the cold, or the exiles of Israel who
have not been displaced from their homes.
Our sages taught: We may not declare a leap year on
account of the kids, or the lambs, or the baby birds that have
not yet flown; but we may use those as auxiliary reason to
make a [leap] year [if we already have a legitimate reason].
How so? Ribbi Yannai said in the name of Rabban Simeon ben
Gamliel: “We inform you that the baby birds are still young,
and the sheep are still small, and the time of spring has not
yet come.” And this is correct in my opinion, and I have added
thirty days to this year.
Rashi (French commentator on the Bible and Talmud, 1040–
1105) explains that the words, “auxiliary reason to make a [leap]
year,” mean that we may not use these causes on their own as a
reason to make a leap year, but they may be used in conjunction
with any of the main three causes, mentioned on Sanhedrin 11b,
the next page: The aviv, the (new spring) fruits of trees, and the
equinox. If any two out of the main three are relevant – that is, if
the aviv, the new fruit, or the equinox have not yet arrived – then
a leap year may be declared; but if only one out of the main three
is relevant, then the kids, lambs, or baby birds may be used as the
second cause, and the leap year may be declared.
ix. Talmudic Rabbanite law requires Jews to destroy all their
leavened matter before Pesaḥ. Any leaven that they sell before
the designated time does not belong to them any longer, so they
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are not obligated to destroy it; for this is a permanent sale, and
the Jew will never again possess this leaven.
In a case where it is impossible for the Jew to destroy their
leaven, for the Jew is on a ship in the middle of the sea, the Tosefta
(a Talmudic-era rabbinic source) allows a Jew to sell or gift their
leaven to a non-Jewish co-traveler, and then, if the non-Jew is
willing to sell it back after Pesaḥ, the Jew may buy it back. This
is an extreme situation, where the Jew may have nothing else to
eat if they cannot buy back their leaven, and yet even here, the
Jew must sell or gift the leaven as a true, complete sale, and it is
up to the non-Jew to sell it back, if they so choose.
Tosefta Pesaḥim 1:24 (ed. Zuckermandel):
ĕĤėĜĘ đĤėđĚ ĐĒ ĕĤĐ ĘČĤĥĕ ďĕč ġĚē ĐĕĐđ ĐĜĕĠĝč ěĕČč đĕĐĥ ĕđĎđ ĘČĤĥĕ
ĐĜĦĚč đĘ đĜĦĕĥ ďčĘčđ ēĝĠĐ ĤēČ đĜĚĕĐ ēģđĘđ ĤĒđēđ ĐĜĦĚč đĜĦđĜđ
.ĐĤđĚĎ
If a Jew and a non-Jew were together in a ship, and the Jew
had leaven in their possession, they may sell it or gift it to the
non-Jew, and then get it back after Pesaḥ, as long as they gave
it as a true gift.
In the late Middle Ages, we see in the halakhic work Terumath
Ha-deshen of R. Israel Isserlein (1390–1460) that he permits selling
or gifting leaven even if there is no expectation that the non-Jew
wants it at all, and the non-Jew will not consume any of it, but
will give it back to the Jew:
ĐĢđĤđ ęĤĞčĘ đĕĘĞ Đĥģđ ,ēĝĠĘ ĖđĚĝ ġĚē ĕĜĕĕĜĞ đďĕč ĥĕĥ ĕĚ :ĐĘČĥ
Ğďđĕđ đĤĕėĚ ĘČĤĥĕĐ ĕĤėĜ đĦđČđ .ĐĤđĚĎ ĐĜĦĚč ĦĕčĘ ġđē ĕĤėĜĘ ęĦĦĘ
.đĘ ĐĜĦĕđ ĤđĒēĕđ ēĝĠĐ ĤēČĘ ďĞ đĘ ęĤĚĥĕ ČĘČ ,ĘĘė ěĐč ĞĎĕ ČĘĥ đč
ĐĤđĚĎ ĐĜĦĚč đĘ ęĜĦĕĥ ģĤ ,ĕĤĥď ĐČĤĕ :ĐčđĥĦ ?đČĘ đČ ČĜđđĎ ĕČĐė ĕĤĥ
.ĔĞđĚ Ĥčďč ĐĤđĚĎ ĐĤĕėĚ đĘ ęĤėĚĕĥ đČ ,ĕČĜĦ ęđĥ ĕĘč
A question: If one has leavened matter in one’s house shortly
before Pesaḥ, and is displeased with the idea of destroying it,
but wants to give it to a non-Jew out of the house as a true gift.
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But the Jew knows the non-Jew, and knows that he will not
touch [the leavened matter] at all, but will keep it for [the Jew]
until after Pesaḥ, and give it back to him – is this permitted,
or not? Answer: It seems that it is permitted, as long as one
gives it as a complete gift, without any conditions attached, or
one sells it as a complete sale for a small amount [of money]
(Terumath Ha-deshen §120).
Later still, this activity became a routine practice for many
Rabbanite Jews before Pesaḥ. This was because many Jews owned
stores of liquor made from fermented grain, and they would lose
their whole livelihood if they would destroy it all. Today, it is
standard for rabbis of Rabbanite communities to fĳill out forms
enabling the sale of all their congregants’ leaven to a non-Jew for
a week, even though it is understood that the non-Jew will not eat
any of it and will return the sale at the end of the week.
Nonetheless, this practice is hardly universal; many punctilious Rabbanites refrain from it completely, and indeed destroy
their leaven. Famously, R. Elijah, the Gaon of Vilna (1720–1797),
opposed such sale of leaven. (See Elijah of Vilna, Be’ur Ha-Gra
[Commentary on Shulḥan ‘Arukh], Oraḥ Ḥayyim §448, comment
10; Issachar Baer, Ma‘asé Rav, §180.)
x. The author of Levush Malkhuth is claiming that Abraham ibn
‘Ezra accepts the Karaite understanding of the expression “ben
ha‘arbayim.” This is only partly true. In fact, though ibn ‘Ezra
admits that the expression “ben ha‘arbayim” can allow either
meaning, he says that, because “those that transmit the law” (the
Rabbanite sages) explain it as meaning the time between noon
and sunset, this must be the meaning that it has in the relevant
passages in the Torah.
Abraham ibn ‘Ezra, Short Commentary on Exodus, 12:6 (printed
in Torath Ḥayyim, Jerusalem: Mossad Harav Kook, 1993, Exodus,
vol. 1, pp. 126 f.):
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ĥĚĥĐ ĖĥēĦĥ ĦĞĚ – ďēČĐ :ęĕėĤď ĕĜĥ ĘĞ ČđĐ ĪęĕčĤĞĐ ěĕčĪ ĕė ,Ğďđ
[ . . . ] ĐĞĥ ĥĕĘĥđ ĐĞĥ - ĦĞĐ ĦČĒđ ,ęĕčĞč ĐČĤĜĐ ĤđČĐ Ĥđĝ ĦĞ ďĞ
ĥĚĥĐ ČđčĦĥ ĦĞĚ – ēĝĠč ĪęĕčĤĞĐ ěĕčĪ ĥđĤĕĠ ĦđĕĐĘ – ĕĜĥĐ ĖĤďĐđ
ěĕčĪĥ ,ĐĥĚĘ ĐėĘĐĥ ,đĤĚČ ĐĤđĦĐ ĕģĕĦĞĚđ .čĤĞĚ ĦČĠ ĦĘēĦ ĘČ
.ģĠĝ đč ěĕČđ ĦĚČĐ ČđĐđ ,ĕĜĥĐ ĖĤďĐ ČđĐ ēĝĠč ĪęĕčĤĞĐ
Know that “ben ha‘arbayim” can be [understood] in two ways:
the fĳirst [possible meaning] is the time from when the sun
sets until no more light can be seen in the clouds, a period
of an hour and a third; [ . . . ] and the second way is that “ben
ha‘arbayim” on Pesaḥ is the time from when the sun starts to
go down until it reaches the edge of the west. Those that transmit the law have said that the halakha has been transmitted
since Moses that “ben ha‘arbayim” on Pesaḥ is [in accordance
with] the second way, and this is the truth, without a doubt.
xi. Note by Tomer Mangoubi: Not all the Karaite sages believed
in an absolute prohibition on carrying. Ḥakham Levi ben Yefeth
(eleventh century) argued that while one should strive to be as
prepared as possible before the Sabbath to avoid carrying on the
Sabbath, one is permitted to carry items outside of one’s house.
Levi ben Yefeth, Sefer Miẓvoth, p. 248:
ĘĞ ĐĤđĕ ČĘ ĪęėĕĦčĚ ČĥĚ đČĕĢđĦ ČĘđĪ ĤĚČ ĕė ęďģĜ ĤĥČč đĜĤėĒ Ĥčėđ
ĐĥĞĕ ĤĥČ ęĕĘėĐđ ęĕĥĚē ĕĤĠĝđ ĘėČĚ ČđĥĜĘ ĤđčĞĕ ěė ĐĒ ĐĕĐĕ ĕėđ ,ĐĒ
.đč ĤĚĦĥĐĘ čđĔĐđ [ . . . ] .ĤĢē ĘČ ĤĢē ěĚ Ħč[ĥ]č ęĐč
And we have already mentioned above that when Scripture
says Do not carry forth a burden out of your houses (Jeremiah
17:22), it is not referring to [an absolute prohibition on carrying
from domain to domain on the Sabbath], and because this is
so, it is permissible to carry food, or copies of the fĳive books
[of the Torah], or utensils that are used on the Sabbath from
one courtyard to another. [ . . . ] but it is best to be careful
about this.
(Ḥakham Levi’s work was originally written in Judeo-Arabic.
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Students of rabbinic literature might understand the word ĤđčĞĕ
to mean it is forbidden; but the word ĤđčĞĕ is the translation of
the Judeo-Arabic word ĒđĎĕ, which means it is permissible. The root
of the Arabic word means to pass, which is also the root of the
Hebrew word ĤđčĞĕ. This explains why the word ĤđčĞĕ was chosen
for the translation.)
Moreover, Ḥakham ‘Anan Ben David held it permissible to
carry anything that is not so heavy as to require being carried on
one’s shoulders (see Nemoy, L., Karaite Anthology: Excerpts from
the Early Literature, Yale Judaica Series, 1952, p. 17).
xii. The author of Levush Malkhuth is alluding here to a passage
in the Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 72a, about the case of “one
who comes in stealth” (ha-ba ba-maḥtereth, from Exodus 22:1).
The claim in Levush Malkhuth that rabbinic halakha simply allows
a thief to keep the item he stole is not correct when understood
in context.
ęĕĚďč ?ČĚĞĔ ĕČĚ .ĤđĔĠ – ČĢĕđ ęĕĘė ĘĔĜđ ĦĤĦēĚč ČčĐ :čĤ ĤĚČ
– ĘĔĜ ĘčČ ;đĐĜĦĕĘď ,Ĥčĕĥĥč čĤď ĐĕĦĘĕĚ ČĤčĦĝĚ :ČčĤ ĤĚČ .đĐĜĜģ
.[ . . . .] ČĕĐ ČĘđ [ . . . ] !ĘĔĜ đĘĕĠČ čĤ ĤĚČ ,ęĕĐĘČĐđ .ČĘ
Rav said: “If one came in stealth [to rob one’s neighbor’s
house], and took items, and left – one is exempt [from paying
for the items].” Why? For he has acquired it with his blood.
Rava said: “It seems that Rav’s words refer only to a case where
[the thief] broke [the items], such that they are no longer in
existence; but if [the thief] took them along – then [Rav’s
words do] not [refer to such a case].” But by God, Rav said
even “one took [items]”! [ . . . ] Nonetheless, this is not [the
actual halakha] [. . . . ]
These passages relate to the rabbinic concept of qim leh biderabba minneh (ĐĕĜĕĚ ĐčĤďč ĐĕĘ ęĕģ) – if one commits an act that
bears both a lenient and a stringent penalty, the stringent penalty
is sufffĳicient, and one does not have to incur the lighter penalty.
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